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representatives from the Eldercare Locator and the National

Aging and Disability Transportation Center, administered by

the National Association of Area Agencies on Aging (n4a);

GoGoGrandparent; National Volunteer Caregiver Network;

Neighbor Ride; Partners in Care; Ride Austin; and Uber.

This study was conducted under contract to the CDC. The

findings and conclusions in this report are those of the

authors and do not necessarily represent the official position

of the CDC.

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

Purpose

This white paper describes the results of an environmental scan
conducted for the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention. The
purpose of the environmental scan was to describe U.S. ride share
services that include older adults as part of the service population
or that are specifically designed to serve older adults. This is the
first phase of a three-year study to explore older adults’ attitudes
and beliefs toward using ride share services.

Methodology

The environmental scan is based on an analysis of ITNAmerica’s
Rides in Sight (RIS) senior transportation provider database, an
analysis of ITNRides (ITNAmerica’s ride scheduling software and
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research database), a targeted review of the literature, and key
informant interviews with representatives from ride share services
and other stakeholders.

Understanding the Issue

Older adults in the U.S. rely on private automobiles for
transportation, either as drivers or as passengers.[i],[ii] They face the

highest crash risk per mile driven of any group except teenagers, but
if they stop driving, they face limited transportation options.[iii]

When mass transit is available, the age-related changes that make
driving a challenge for older adults[iv],[v],[vi] also make traditional

transit systems difficult to navigate. The problem is neither small
nor simple. By 2025, approximately 20 percent of drivers will be age
65 or older,[vii] and they outlive their decision to stop driving by

about 10 years for women and 7 years for men.[viii] Older adults

without transportation become isolated. More than half of older
non-drivers stay home on any given day, in part because they lack
transportation. Older non-drivers make 15 percent fewer trips to the
doctor than older drivers and 65 percent fewer trips for social,
family, and religious activities.[ix]

Ride Share Services: Addressing Unmet Transportation
Needs for Older Adults

For the purposes of this paper, ride share is defined as
transportation arranged through a third party where a person is a
passenger in a private automobile. Friends in Service Helping
(FISH), founded in England in 1961, and Faith in Action, funded by
the Robert Wood Johnson Foundation from 1983 to 2008[x] and

now known as the National Volunteer Caregiver Network (NVCN),[xi]

are two national programs that provide transportation as a
charitable service, addressing mobility and transportation
challenges for people with low incomes, primarily older adults. The
Independent Transportation Network (ITN), founded in 1995 and a
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product of the Edmund S. Muskie School of Public Service, is
grounded in social research, policy analysis, economics, and
administrative law and focuses on the safety and mobility for all
older adults, regardless of income.[xii] To better understand the

characteristics and behaviors of the older adults who use the
service and the volunteers who drive them, ITN built a 178-field
research database into ITNRides, the enterprise software developed
specifically for the mobility needs of older adults. Using the
ITNRides research database and Rides in Sight, a searchable on-line
database of all senior transportation providers in the U.S., findings
from a literature review, and insights gleaned from telephone
interviews with nine key informants representing ride share services,
referral services, and other organizations, this environmental scan
developed profiles of both older people who use ride share services
and the ride share services available to them.

Profile of Older Adults (65 and Older) Who Used Non-Profit
Ride Share Services

The mean age of ITN riders age 65 and older was 81, and the
majority were female (74 percent); they were predominantly
Caucasian (93 percent) with a relatively modest income (41 percent
had an income less than $25,000) and 62 percent lived alone in the
community. Despite their special mobility needs (29 percent of ITN
riders used a cane, 27 percent used a walker, and 5 percent used a
wheelchair), seven out of ten ITN riders reported their health status
as excellent, very good, or good. Driver assistance was required by
18 percent of ITN riders. ITN riders used the service for an array of
purposes, from intermodal connections (such as trips to airports),
which accounted for less than 1 percent of rides, to medical needs
(43 percent) and consumer needs (25 percent), such as trips to the
grocery store or hairdresser.

Characteristics of Ride Share Services Available for Older
Adults
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Queries to ITN’s RIS database as of August 2018 identified 917
individual non-profit ride share services (in 917 locations) and three
for-profit ride share services (with 888 locations) available for older
adults in the U.S.; the subsequent review of the literature identified
an additional 8 for-profit services (then added to RIS). These ride
share services vary by corporate structure (non-profit and for profit),
location (urban, suburban, and rural), use of technology (high tech
and low tech), and business model (local and national). Other
considerations that affect all ride share services include public and
private policy, the special needs of an aging population, and
resources.

Non-Profit Ride Share Services. The characteristics of the 917 non-
profit older adult ride share services paint a picture of community
service. Almost 80 percent offered door-to-door service and
provided transportation for older adults. Many non-profit services
provide rides only for specified trip purposes. The most common
eligible trip purposes were medical or health care (68 percent),
necessary errands, such as a trip to the pharmacy or bank (37
percent), and grocery shopping (37 percent). More than one quarter
of the services offered rides for any purpose. One third offered a
steadying arm, 27 percent offered help in and out of the vehicle, and
17 percent offered assistance with mobility devices, such as
walkers. All services scheduled rides in advance, though some also
scheduled rides on demand. Two thirds offered their services for
free.

One key informant interview with a non-profit ride share service
provider who served the older adult population exclusively described
their organization’s mission as empowering older adults to remain in
their homes and to be independent and engaged in the community.
Another said their mission was to enhance health and quality of life
by providing affordable, volunteer-based transportation. Both of
these ride share providers described the importance of a rewarding
personal experience for the drivers and the riders. Key informants
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characterized their ride share services as “neighborly” and
“trustworthy” and emphasized “building relationships with the
people transported.”

For-Profit Ride Share Services. Of the three for-profit ride share
services with 888 locations available to older adults in the 2018 RIS
query, two offered ride share services to the general population,
including older adults, and one specialized in serving older adults.
All three of the for-profit ride share services offered rides for any trip
purpose. During key informant interviews, representatives from for-
profit ride share services described their organizations as
technology companies, and their missions as providing reliable,
affordable transportation for all and improving people’s lives with
the best transportation. They emphasized their relationships with
organizations that serve older adults, such as older adult living
communities and healthcare providers, rather than the older adults
themselves. One also noted the need for technology companies to
focus on conducting greater outreach to older adults. They
described the product lines and solutions they were developing for
older adults, but at the time of the interviews did not have data to
share on the services they were providing.

Based on the literature, the largest for-profit ride share companies in
the U.S. are Uber and Lyft. They offer rides, on demand, in private
automobiles, mostly requested through a smartphone application.
Both Uber and Lyft conduct 70 percent of their trips in nine
metropolitan areas[xiii] where people age 25 to 34 use

transportation network companies (TNCs) approximately three
times as often as people age 65 and older.[xiv] For-profit ride share

organizations are working to create systems and technology to
address some of the barriers that prevent older adults from using
their services. For example, they have created dashboards for
computers so organizations that serve older adults can schedule
rides for older adults who prefer not to use a smartphone app.
Interview respondents noted that a challenge to providing
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assistance to older riders is their labor model, since drivers are
independent contractors who cannot be required to offer the kind of
assistance necessary for many older adults who need a steadying
arm or help with a walker, packages or seat belt.

The Marketplace

The marketplace as it impacts for-profit and non-profit services and
the policy environment can influence the availability of ride share
services. Neither of the two largest for-profit services, Uber and Lyft,
has demonstrated profitability.[xv],[xvi] Policy makers have begun to

address some of the unintended consequences of ride share
expansion, such as traffic congestion and the use of independent
contractors, as evidenced by New York City’s ordinance requiring
TNCs to pay their drivers minimum wage and setting a one-year
moratorium on new Uber and Lyft vehicles.[xvii] In the non-profit

sector, insufficient supply of volunteer drivers causes some services
to ration rides and others to require long lead times to accept ride
requests. Insurance policies may also impede volunteer driver
participation.

Barriers and Facilitators Impacting Older Adults’ Use of Ride
Share Services

This white paper presents a conceptual framework, informed by the
socio-ecological model[xviii] used in public health research, to

organize and describe the barriers and facilitators that affect older
adults’ use of ride share services. At the center of the conceptual
framework is the older adult’s personal needs and characteristics
(individual level), followed by their social network (interpersonal
level), the ride share services and business models available
(organizational level), the access and geography in their location
(community level) and the regulations, funding and available
incentives (public policy level). Finally, information technology
affects all levels of this conceptual framework.
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Future Potential of Ride Share Services

This study found that in high density urban locations, ride share
options tend to be for-profit services, with communications
accommodations for older adults who cannot or do not use
smartphones or computers. The urban business model may be
primarily suitable for the “youngest-old” (people age 65 to 74) who
can benefit from the curb-to-curb service offered by contract drivers
who might or might not offer assistance. The non-profit services
might help older adults at all levels of need and at any age, but
according to the data gathered by ITNAmerica over 20 years and in
27 locations, the non-profit ride share services largely serve the
“middle-old” (people age 75 to 84) and “oldest-old” (people age 85 or
older), and offer rides to those who are transitioning from the
driver’s seat to the passenger seat. All of the services use private
automobiles, but there is a marked difference in how rides are
scheduled. In the non-profit sector, almost 100 percent of rides are
scheduled in advance, while in the for-profit sector, rides are
predominantly provided on-demand.

There is a need for more understanding of ride share services and
the impact on the aging population. Many older adults—in particular,
people age 75 or older—require high touch personal service to travel
safely, remain in their homes, and actively engage in their
communities. Incentives for private solutions, such as innovative
programs where older adults may trade the cars they no longer drive
to pay for their own transportation, or where volunteers earn credits
for driving older adults and save those credits for their own future
needs, could potentially help to prepare for the mobility needs of the
next generation and to scale with the aging of the population. This
may indicate a need for greater stakeholder awareness and
education about the value of ride share services to support the
transportation needs of older adults.
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INTRODUCTION

The Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC) contracted
with NORC at the University of Chicago to conduct a three-year
study (2017-2020) assessing the barriers and facilitators of older
adults’ (age 65 and older) use of ride share services. NORC is
working with ITNAmerica, the first national, non-profit transportation
network for older adults, to conduct the study. The purposes of this
study are three-fold: 1) describe currently available ride share
services in the United States (U.S.), including services specifically
for older adults; 2) understand older adults’ attitudes and beliefs
toward using these services; and 3) compare older adults’ attitudes
and beliefs to a group of younger adults. Results will help CDC to
understand older adults’ use of ride share services and identify
strategies for meeting the transportation needs of older adults.

The first phase of this study, conducted during 2018, was an
environmental scan to describe currently available U.S. ride share
services, including services specifically for older adults and services
that include older adults as part of the service population. We also
identified the facilitators and barriers of older adults’ use of ride
share services from the perspective of ride share service providers
and other older adult transportation experts. The environmental
scan methods were four-fold. First, we conducted an analysis of the
data in ITNAmerica’s Rides in Sight  (RIS) database, the largest
national database of transportation services for older adults in the
U.S., to quantify the number of ride share services available to older
adults in the U.S. Second, we conducted an analysis of ITNRides,
ITNAmerica’s proprietary database, to produce a demographic
profile of older adults who used ITN’s ride share services. Third, we
conducted a targeted review of peer-reviewed literature, grey

TM
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literature, and information available from organizations that provide
transportation services, support services, and ride share services.
Finally, we conducted key informant interviews with representatives
from ride share service organizations and older adult transportation
organizations. The environmental scan is intended to be formative
in nature and provides context and background that will inform
future phases of this study.

This white paper describes the results of the environmental scan.
We begin with an overview of the methodology and an introduction
to ride share services for older adults. We also provide a brief
history of ride share services. Then, we discuss the characteristics
of ride share services available to older adults in the U.S., based on
an analysis of ITNAmerica’s RIS database. We also present a profile
of older adults who used ITN’s ride share service in the U.S., based
on ITNAmerica’s ITNRides database. Then, we describe ride sharing
and the transportation policy context. Finally, we present the
barriers and facilitators of older adults’ use of ride share services, as
identified through the key informant interviews and a targeted
review of the peer-reviewed and grey literature, and offer a
conceptual framework to organize these results. We conclude with a
discussion of the potential for ride share services to address unmet
transportation needs of older adults.

METHODOLOGY

The environmental scan is based on four information gathering and
analysis activities: an analysis of ITNAmerica’s Rides in Sight
database, an analysis of ITNRides, a targeted review of the
literature, and key informant interviews. NORC’s Institutional Review
Board (IRB) certified these research activities were exempt. Review
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by the Office of Management and Budget (OMB) was not required
since this effort involved secondary data analysis and the collection
of information from nine or fewer individuals. We describe the study
methodology below.

Analysis of ITNAmerica’s Rides in Sight Database. To identify and
describe the ride share services available to older adults throughout
the U.S., ITNAmerica conducted an analysis of the Rides in Sight
(RIS) database. The RIS database is the largest national data source
on transportation services available for older or visually impaired
people.[i] ITNAmerica created RIS by researching communities

nationwide and aggregating the information into a free online
searchable database, with a free RIS hotline and trained operators
to assist those who request information by telephone about
transportation services available in their community.[ii] ITNAmerica

continuously updates RIS by reviewing publicly available
information and verifying information about the transportation
services through telephone interviews with administrators of these
services; it is the most accurate and complete data source on this
topic. RIS includes transportation options for nearly all of the 3,114
counties/county equivalents in the U.S. The searchable database
lists approximately 15,000 individual transportation options. These
15,000 options include ride share services as well as numerous
other types of transportation, such as public transportation, non-
emergency medical services, and others, that do not meet the
definition of ride share services used for this study. From the 15,000
transportation options in the RIS database, we identified 920 ride
share services (that operate in 1,805 service areas) and calculated
descriptive statistics to summarize the characteristics of these
services. Ride share services reported these categories of
assistance were available to riders. Appendix A presents more
information on the RIS database.
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Analysis of ITNRides. ITNAmerica also conducted an analysis of the
database for ITNRides, ITNAmerica’s enterprise software which
provides routing and rides coordination, volunteer management,
finance, and reporting for rides provided by ITN in 29 locations
across the U.S. In ITNRides, location is defined as a service area
with a population of 200,000 people or more within a 15-mile radius,
primarily mid-sized urban areas. ITNRides contains a research
database with 178 fields designed to gather information on the
characteristics and behaviors of older adults and visually impaired
people who use ITN’s ride share service and the volunteers who
drive them. It tracks each rider’s trip origin, destination, and ride
frequency, as well as rider needs, driving status, and participation in
other unique ITN programs. ITNRides tracks every ride and older
adult who has ever used the ITN service in any of the 29 ITN
locations across the U.S. since 1996. The ITNRides database
tracked more than one million rides by 2018.

ITNRides is both an operational and a research database, the first of
its kind to connect member characteristics to longitudinal rides
data on transportation. There are several important considerations
when interpreting the findings. First, data are presented for ITN
members age 65 and older who used ITN’s ride share service.
Second, personal data are self-reported by ITN members in their
application (for example, their living arrangements and whether they
currently drive) or completed by caregivers, social workers or family
members. Third, personal data reflect member characteristics for
riders age 65 and older as they entered the service and at the time
they completed their application for enrollment in ITN services. Age
data are calculated as the rider’s age on the day they joined the ITN
service. Since riders’ age changes over time, to best calculate the
age of older adults who use the ITN ride share service, we selected a
point in time—the day they joined the ITN service. However, the ride
characteristics (ride purpose such as medical, consumer) are based
on every ride taken by members age 65 and older over the entire
time they used the service. Personal data may be updated by ITN
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affiliates as new information becomes available (for example, if a
member reports their living arrangement has changed). However, it
is possible that data have not been updated by the member or
member’s family to the ITN affiliate (for example, if a member is
deceased). Finally, data on annual household income and health
status were gathered from ITN annual customer satisfaction
surveys administered from 2010 to 2018 for household income and
2008 to 2018 for health status.

For this study, ITNAmerica analyzed data from ITNRides (1996 to
October 2019) to create a demographic profile of older adults age 65
and older who used ride share services designed to meet the
transportation needs of older adults. We used relevant data from 27
of 29 ITN locations. The analysis was conducted in October 2019.
ITNRides data are not publicly available.

Targeted Review of Literature. We conducted a targeted review of
peer-reviewed literature, as well as grey literature available from
organizations such as the Transportation Research Board; websites
of ride share organizations such as Uber and Lyft, and
transportation referral services, such as GoGoGrandparent;
websites of federal agencies such as the Administration on Aging
and the Centers for Medicare & Medicaid Services; and websites of
other relevant organizations, such as the National Center for
Mobility Management, National Rural Transit Assistance Program,
and American Planning Association. The literature review focused
on identifying information related to the barriers and facilitators of
older adults’ use of ride share services available for older adults or
services that connect older adults to ride share services.

Key Informant Interviews. NORC conducted one-hour semi-
structured telephone interviews with nine key informants, including
representatives from organizations that provide ride share services
and referral services, as well as other stakeholders who work on
issues related to older adult transportation. NORC, ITNAmerica, and
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CDC determined the final list of key informant organizations; this list
is presented in Appendix B. The purpose of the interviews was to
learn about the types of ride share services available to older adults
and the barriers to and facilitators of older adults’ use of ride share
services. We used a semi-structured interview protocol to conduct
the discussions. Topics included an overview of the ride share
service or organization, services available for older adults, and
barriers and facilitators affecting older adults’ use of ride share
services. The interviews were led by a senior member of the study
team; a second team member took detailed notes. NORC conducted
the interviews in June and July 2018. NORC utilized NVivo
qualitative analysis software (QSR International Pty Ptd., Version
12) to conduct a thematic analysis of the interviews. Using a
combined inductive and deductive approach, the NORC research
team created a list of codes based on a review of the interview
transcripts to identify patterns and themes of interest related to this
study.

[i] ITNAmerica. (n.d.). What we do. Retrieved from

https://www.itnamerica.org/what-we-do <https://www.itnamerica.org/what-

we-do>

[ii] Rides in Sight [Internet]. ITNAmerica; 2018 [cited 2018 Aug 28].

Available from: https://www.ridesinsight.org/
<https://www.ridesinsight.org/>.

UNDERSTANDING THE ISSUE

It is well documented that older adults in the U.S. rely on private
automobiles for transportation, taking 9 out of 10 personal trips in
cars, either as drivers or as passengers.[i],[ii] As the population ages,

https://www.itnamerica.org/what-we-do
https://www.ridesinsight.org/
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this dependence poses safety and transportation problems for older
drivers. If they remain in the driver’s seat, they face the highest
crash risk per mile driven of any group except teenagers; if they stop
driving, they face limited transportation options.[iii] Their dilemma is

made more challenging by where they choose to live, such as in
suburban and rural communities that lack the density for traditional
transit systems.[iv],[v] When mass transit is available in more

urbanized areas, however, older adults may have difficulty using it.
The age-related changes that make driving a challenge for older
adults[vi],[vii],[viii]—vision changes, cognitive decline, flexibility

limitations, and loss of muscular strength—also make traditional
transit systems a challenge to navigate.

This safety and transportation problem is not small. By 2030, a little
more than a decade away, more than 20 percent of Americans will
be age 65 and older, compared with 13 percent in 2010 and 9.8
percent in 1970.[ix] As the older adult population continues to grow,

so does the population of drivers age 65 or older. It is projected that
by 2025, approximately 20 percent of drivers will be age 65 or older.
[x] The problem is further complicated by the length of time people

outlive their decision to stop driving. Research shows that driving
life expectancy is shorter than life expectancy, so women who stop
driving are dependent on alternative transportation for about 10
years and men for about 7 years.[xi]

Research has also identified declines in physical health and social
functioning among older adults who stop driving. A meta-analysis of
five studies on the effects of driving cessation identified an
association between driving cessation and depression among
drivers age 55 and older.[xii] Further, older adults who do not drive

have fewer opportunities for social engagement.[xiii] When

alternative transportation is not available or does not meet their
needs, older adults become isolated. More than half of older non-
drivers stay home on any given day, in part because they lack
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transportation. Older non-drivers make 15 percent fewer trips to the
doctor than older drivers and 65 percent fewer trips for social,
family, and religious activities.[xiv]

This problem is also expensive. In 2017, the average American
household spent 15.6 percent of income, before taxes, on
transportation, including vehicle purchases, gasoline and fuel, other
vehicle expenses, and public and other transportation.
Transportation expenditures were exceeded only by housing
expenditures.[xv] How will families, communities and society

address this safety and mobility need; who will pay for it; and how
will it be delivered? The answers to these questions involve public
policy, the marketplace, the special needs of this aging population
and emphatically, information technology.

Transportation is among the many industries affected by the
information technology revolution. In 2018, according to data from
the Pew Research Center, thirty-six percent of all U.S. adults said
they had used a service to share rides in private automobiles, more
than double since 2015. In addition, a total of 24 percent of U.S.
adults over 50 years old reported having used a ride-hailing service.
Forty-five percent of urban residents, 40 percent of suburban
residents, and 19 percent of rural residents reported having used a
ride-hailing app.[xvi] Ride share services offer a promising solution

for promoting older adult health and well-being by improving
mobility for the one out of every five older Americans who has
limited or no access to a private vehicle, either as a driver or as a
passenger.[xvii]

While ride sharing has been defined in different ways, for the
purposes of this paper, ride sharing is defined as transportation
arranged through a third party where a person is a passenger in a
private automobile. This excludes public transportation or a ride
provided by a van, bus, or taxi. A ride share service is an
organization (for profit or not-for-profit) where the majority of the
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services provided use a private automobile. Individuals who provide
transportation but are not affiliated with an organization are also
excluded from this definition. For example, in many older adult living
facilities there are freelance drivers, the equivalent of “gypsy
cabs,”[xviii] where a private citizen, not commercially licensed, will

give rides to other residents for a fee. It could also be a neighbor,
friend, or co-worker who regularly gives rides.
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RIDE SHARE SERVICES: ADDRESSING
UNMET TRANSPORTATION NEEDS FOR
OLDER ADULTS

People have been giving each other rides in automobiles for as long
as there have been automobiles. Offering rides through a third party
as a service to fill an unmet need, however, dates back to 1961 with
the Friends In Service Helping (FISH) program, organized in England
and represented by the Christian symbol for hospitality, the fish.[i] In

the U.S., the first chapter of FISH was organized in 1964 in West
Springfield, Massachusetts.[ii] FISH chapters offer many services,

with free rides for medical transportation for the needy prominent
among them and still offered today in communities across the U.S.
Another faith-based service, Faith in Action, funded by the Robert
Wood Johnson Foundation (RWJF) from 1983 to 2008, was
established to engage and organize volunteers to provide services
to people in need.[iii] RWJF awarded more than 1,000 grants

through the Faith in Action program to fund volunteer caregiving
organizations throughout the U.S. The most common services
provided by the volunteer caregiving organizations, after phone calls
and friendly visits, were shopping (which usually required
transportation) and transportation. The majority of service
recipients were frail, elderly, and homebound. Of the 1,000 programs
originally funded, 667 were active in 2008. [iv] Faith in Action now

https://www.apta.com/resources/reportsandpublications/Documents/aging_stranded.pdf
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operates under the umbrella of the National Volunteer Caregiver
Network (NVCN),[v] and NVCN tracks approximately 700 local

programs that each deliver an estimated average of 2,700 trips a
year. As of 2018, transportation was the most requested service,
according to information gathered through our key informant
interviews. FISH and Faith in Action are two national programs that
provide transportation as a charitable service—addressing mobility
and transportation challenges for people with low incomes,
primarily older adults.

Another national effort to provide transportation services for older
adults is the Independent Transportation Network (ITN), founded in
Maine in 1995.[vi] ITN is focused on the safety and mobility for all

older adults, regardless of income. Because ITN was a product of
the Edmund S. Muskie School of Public Service, it was grounded in
social research, policy analysis, economics, and administrative law.
Funding for the research and development of ITN’s door-through-
door and arm-through-arm service came from the Federal Transit
Administration (FTA), AARP (formerly American Association of
Retired Persons), the Transportation Research Board (National
Academies of Science), and numerous private philanthropies.

In 2004, ITN created a national organization, ITNAmerica, with a
mission to promote lifelong mobility for older adults. ITNAmerica
provides the information technology, research, policy analysis, and
training in marketing and communications to help replicate ITN in
other states and to connect the new ITN affiliates into a national
network. To better understand the characteristics and behaviors of
the older adults who use the service and the volunteers who drive
them, ITN built a research database with 178 fields into ITNRides,
the enterprise software that provides routing and rides coordination,
volunteer management, finance, and reporting. ITNAmerica is a
social enterprise, a charitable non-profit that operates like a
business but with a social purpose bottom line, and is the first older
adult transportation service to design and build software
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specifically for the special needs of older adults. ITN charges for
rides and uses both volunteer and paid drivers, with subsidies called
scholarships for those who cannot afford to use the service, which
is available 24 hours per day, 7 days per week, for any purpose.
Using volunteers to lower labor costs is classic non-profit practice,
but ITN has gone a step further, storing volunteer credits in Personal
Transportation Accounts for future use, so volunteer drivers might
help others now and plan for their own future transportation needs
at the same time. ITN also developed the CarTrade program that
helps older adults exchange the equity in their cars to fund their
transportation needs.[vii],[viii]

In addition to ITN, many other volunteer and non-profit ride share
services have developed from the bottom up, as well as from the top
down. There are almost one thousand volunteer and non-profit ride
share services scattered across the U.S., and most are local,
grassroots, do-it-yourself projects. Like ITN, many of these services
offer door-to-door and door-through-door services for older adults.
The characteristics of these and other non-profit ride share services
will be described in more detail later in this paper.

In 2015, CDC used the unique ITNAmerica database to study older
adult ride share and the transition from driving. Using three years of
data from 14 locations across the U.S., the research showed that
older adults are willing to use a ride share service that meets their
needs and that the transition from the driver’s seat to the passenger
seat has recognizable stages.[ix] The findings are important

because they point toward a solution to the large and growing
unmet safety and mobility needs, both present and future.

Modern for-profit ride share services have also emerged, such as
Uber and Lyft, founded in 2009 and 2012, respectively.[x],[xi] Like

ITN, they rely on advances in information technology. These modern
ride share services are called Transportation Network Companies
(TNCs). There has been much discussion about the definition of
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TNCs, and states define TNCs in different ways.[xii] The Shared-Use

Mobility Center defines TNCs as “ride-sourcing providers…that use
online platforms to connect passengers with drivers who use
personal, non-commercial, vehicles.”[xiii]

Based on our key informant interviews with for-profit and non-profit
ride share services, we learned that the two largest for-profit ride
share services in the U.S. are designed to meet the mobility needs
of the general population, and they are developing technological
solutions to reach millions of older adults who limit or stop driving
in the last decades of their lives. For-profit ride share service
organizations are pilot testing partnerships with health care
providers, older adult care organizations, and assisted living
facilities in this emerging market. With billions of dollars to spend
on sales and marketing[xiv] and strong brand recognition, for-profit

ride share services are fundamentally different than the small non-
profit ride share services that have, until the last few years, offered
most of the ride share services aimed at older adults and their
needs. Beyond the two largest for-profit ride share services, there
are other for-profit organizations and intermediaries working to
connect older adults to transportation services;[xv] we discuss

these for-profit ride share intermediaries and organizations later in
the paper.

We also learned through the key informant interviews that none of
these services exist in a vacuum. All reside in a social, policy, and
business context, within markets for labor, capital, risk management
(insurance), and technology—specifically the kind of information
technology that creates efficiency and innovation. Before there was
dynamic ride sharing with smart phones and geographic
information system technology, policy makers designed livery
(“vehicle for hire”) insurance laws for an analog transportation world
of taxicabs, public transit, and private automobile owners who did
not charge people for rides.
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As early as 1995, the same year ITN delivered its first ride, Maine
passed a law to protect volunteer drivers from insurance practices
that increased premiums or denied coverage to drivers who use
their vehicles to volunteer.[xvi] Other states followed, including

Florida, Illinois, Kentucky, Maryland and Vermont, as well as cities
such as Kansas City, Memphis, Sarasota, Cincinnati and South
Portland, Maine, which also passed laws to distinguish non-profit
ride share services from traditional livery and public transportation.
When Uber entered the marketplace, cities and states introduced
new laws and regulations for ride sharing across the country.[xvii]

By July 2017, 48 states and Washington, DC had at least one piece
of legislation regulating TNCs related to licensing, insurance, driver
vetting, and accessibility.[xviii] According to ITNAmerica, the

insurance industry responded by either charging a premium or
denying coverage to drivers who use their cars for ride sharing
whenever a fare is charged, with no distinction between charitable
community efforts and paid for-profit services. One study exploring
the issues facing volunteer driver programs in Minnesota
recommended that state laws and regulations distinguish between
volunteer drivers and ride share service contractors.[xix]

According to ITNAmerica, the recommendations did not save
ITNTwinCities in Minnesota which closed its doors because of
policy issues affecting transportation services that charge fares,
whether or not they are charitable non-profits that rely on volunteer
drivers, despite several years of community effort and ample
philanthropic support. One ITNTwinCities member wrote
ITNAmerica to say that rides to the eye doctor that ITNTwinCities
provided for free now cost her $75 when she traveled with a for-
profit service. Other ITN affiliates that have reported problems to
ITNAmerica include ITNLanier in Georgia, which may not reimburse
volunteer drivers for mileage expenses if riders pay any fare at all,
and ITNLehighValley in Pennsylvania, where the executive director
reported losing several new volunteer drivers whose insurance
companies told them their rates would increase if they used their
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cars to volunteer. Some volunteer drivers for ITNSuncoast in
Sarasota, Florida have stopped driving because their insurance
companies told them they would not have coverage if they drove as
volunteers.

In addition to ride share services, there are a variety of national
entities and organizations that provide information and referral
services designed to help older adults identify and schedule rides
with transportation services. While they are not transportation
providers, they offer resources and support to older adults who seek
transportation services.

The oldest national information resource that includes older adult
transportation is the Eldercare Locator, administered by the National
Association of Area Agencies on Aging, with funding from the
federal government through the Administration for Community
Living.[xx] Although it was established in 1991 as a national referral

resource for the entire spectrum of issues facing older Americans,
one in every five calls (21 percent) to the Eldercare Locator is a
request for transportation, and 77 percent of those calls are for
medical transportation. This is perhaps because www.Medicare.gov
<http://www.medicare.gov> and 1-800-Medicare refer people to the

Eldercare Locator for assistance. Consumers who call the Eldercare
Locator are most often directed to the 622 federally designated Area
Agencies on Aging
<https://eldercare.acl.gov/public/about/aging_network/aaa.aspx>, where local staff

members help connect callers to local transportation programs and
services. The top transportation requests to the Eldercare Locator
are for routine medical appointments (74 percent), general
transportation (8 percent), wheelchair or scooter assistance (5
percent), dialysis treatment (3 percent), and long-distance
transportation (2 percent).[xxi] There is also a direct link to the

Eldercare Locator from the National Aging and Disability

http://www.medicare.gov/
https://eldercare.acl.gov/Public/About/Aging_Network/AAA.aspx
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Transportation Center, funded by the Federal Transit Administration
(FTA) and formerly known as the National Center for Senior
Transportation.

Rides in Sight <http://www.ridesinsight.org> (RIS) is the most recent

national information resource for older adult transportation and,
unlike the Eldercare Locator, the RIS database and referral service
focuses solely on transportation, specializing in service for older
adults and visually impaired people. The RIS data were analyzed for
this report. Developed and administered by ITNAmerica, with
support from Regeneron Pharmaceuticals, it lists approximately
15,000 transportation services for older and visually impaired
people. The database is free to the public and searchable online,
with a toll-free hotline and trained operators to assist those who
prefer asking for information by telephone.

In addition, there are services available that leverage both
smartphone technology and web-based dashboards to facilitate
scheduling and coordination of rides for older adults.
GoGoGrandparent was established in 2016 to connect older adults
without smartphones to ride share services available through Lyft
and Uber.[xxii] GoGoGrandparent operates as a call center, through

which callers can schedule rides with Lyft or Uber.
GoGoGrandparent considers itself a virtual caregiver, or professional
representative of the rider, rather than a transportation provider, and
acknowledges transportation as the activity of daily living that is
most critical to independence. Older adults register for the service
by phone or online and pay by credit, debit, or prepaid cash card.
The mean age of GoGoGrandparent customers is 82. Uber and Lyft
services are curb-to-curb, not door-to-door or door-through-door. In
2018, GoGoGrandparent added a premium service to supplement
Lyft’s and Uber’s services with an extra level of help for riders. For
an additional fee, the premium service allows for custom requests,
such as asking the driver to ring the rider’s doorbell, providing
assistance from the door to the car, and making additional stops

http://www.ridesinsight.org/
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along the rider’s requested route.[xxiii],[xxiv] In addition to

GoGoGrandparent, there are other intermediary services, such as
Arrive[xxv] and Ridewith24,[xxvi] which connect riders who do not

use a smart phone or app with ride share services.
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PROFILE OF OLDER ADULTS (AGE 65 AND
OLDER) WHO USED NON-PROFIT RIDE
SHARE SERVICES

Understanding how the existing ride share services in the U.S. could
meet older adults’ needs also requires an understanding of the
characteristics of older adults who might use these services. To
provide a picture of the characteristics and behaviors of older adults
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who might access ride share services, we present an analysis of
data on older adults who use ITNAmerica’s ride share services. The
analysis is derived from ITNRides. ITNRides data provide a window
into the characteristics of older adults who use a ride share service
in the U.S. The ITNRides data in this study are from 27 locations
across the country and represent 793,313 trips and 10,010 riders
from 1996 to October 2019. In two categories (household income
and health status), data were gathered from annual customer
satisfaction surveys administered from 2010 to 2018 for household
income and 2008 to 2018 for health status. Data from this analysis
are available in Appendix C and key findings are presented below.

Age. Four out of ten ITN riders in our sample were in the “middle-old”
cohort (between 75 and 84 years of age) (41.1 percent), and
approximately one third (36.8 percent) were in the “oldest-old”
cohort (age 85 and older). Taken together, these “middle-old” and
“oldest-old” cohorts comprised more than 3 out of 4 ITN riders (77.9
percent), while the “youngest-old” cohort, those age 65 to 74,
accounted for only 22.1 percent of the riders. Overall, the mean age
of ITN riders age 65 and older[1] was 81, while the median was 82,

and the most common age (the mode), was 85.

Gender. The majority of ITN riders in our sample were female (73.6
percent), compared to male (26.4 percent).

Race and Ethnicity. The older adults using the ITN ride share service
were predominantly Caucasian (92.9 percent). Other races and
ethnicities included African American (3.1 percent), Hispanic/Latino
(1.3 percent), Asian (0.9 percent), Native American/Alaska Native
(0.9 percent), Hawaiian/Pacific Islander (0.1 percent), and Other (0.9
percent).

Household Income. ITN riders in our sample reported a relatively
modest annual household income (41.2 percent had an income less
than $25,000 and 72.7 percent had an annual income less than
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$50,000).

Living Arrangements. Most of the older adults who used the ITN’s
ride share service lived alone in the community (62.4 percent).

Driving Status and Vehicle Ownership. ITN’s data on driving, vehicle
ownership, and licensure are especially helpful in selecting a
population to study the transition from the driver’s seat to the
passenger seat, since when they became ITN members, about three
quarters of older adults had a current driver’s license (71.7 percent)
and more than half owned a vehicle (60.2 percent), but only a third
were still driving (34.3 percent).

Health Status and Mobility Needs. Despite their special mobility
needs (28.7 percent of ITN riders used a cane, 26.5 percent used a
walker, and 5.2 percent used a wheelchair), seven out of ten ITN
riders (69.8 percent) reported their physical health as excellent, very
good, or good. Driver assistance—which represents a range of
services from door-to-door or door-through-door service to lending
an arm for balance, pushing a wheelchair, or buckling a seatbelt—
was required by 17.8 percent of ITN riders.

Trip Purpose. ITN riders used the service for an array of purposes,
from intermodal connections (such as trips to airports, bus stations,
and ferry terminals), which accounted for less than 1 percent of
rides, to medical needs, which accounted for 4 out of 10 rides (42.7
percent) and consumer needs (25.3 percent), such as trips to the
grocery store or hairdresser.

[1] ITN is a membership organization. People who wish to use the

service become dues-paying members and open a Personal
Transportation Account, which is managed through the ITNRides
software and tracks both cash payments and transportation credits
from volunteer driving and automobiles traded to pay for rides.
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CHARACTERISTICS OF RIDE SHARE
SERVICES AVAILABLE FOR OLDER ADULTS

This is a time of great experimentation and frenzied change in
transportation, fueled by the efficiencies and market opportunities
made possible by advances in information technology. It is not the
first time technological innovation has catapulted transportation
forward. The steam engine—the mechanical and energy technology
that propelled the industrial revolution—was adapted to power
railroads by 1829,[i] while the Wright brothers launched the airline

industry in 1903 with innovations in aerodynamics. The modern
automobile, powered by the internal combustion engine, was
invented in Europe in the 1880s, but it was Henry Ford, whose
moving assembly line increased manufacturing efficiency eight-fold,
who disrupted the transportation world with his affordable Model T
for the masses.[ii] So lucrative were the market opportunities that

between 1904 and 1908, 241 automobile manufacturers entered the
U.S. market.[iii] It follows that just as there are no longer 241

automobile manufacturers in the marketplace today, many ride
share programs and TNCs available in 2018 either might not survive,
or they might look entirely different in the future.

Queries to ITN’s RIS database (described earlier) identified 917
individual non-profit ride share services (in 917 locations) and three
for-profit ride share services (with 888 locations) available for older
adults in the U.S. as of August 2018. These ride share services vary
by corporate structure (non-profit and for profit), location (urban,
suburban, and rural), use of technology (high tech and low tech),
and business model (local and national). Other significant
considerations for all ride share services include public and private
policy, the special needs of an aging population, and resources.
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However diverse, they are all “transportation arranged through a
third party where a person is a passenger in a private automobile,”
and they all seek to meet the mobility needs of older adults in some
way.

The characteristics of ride share services available in the U.S., as of
August 2018, are presented in Appendix D. It is important to
remember that the number and characteristics of these services is
dynamic. Next, we describe the characteristics of ride share
organizations with non-profit and for-profit structures.

Non-Profit Ride Share Services

Non-profit and government solutions to human needs emerge when
markets have not generated a profitable solution, so it makes sense
that the first ride share solutions for older adults were non-profit
efforts. From the RIS analysis, we identified 917 non-profit
organizations that provided ride share services to older adults in the
U.S., as of August 2018, when the analysis was conducted. Exhibit
1, below, presents a map that shows the distribution of the 917 non-
profit ride share services. This map does not include all
transportation programs for older people operating in communities
across the U.S. Documenting all transportation services available to
older adults in each state was beyond the scope of this study, which
specifically looks at one type of transportation service—ride share.

[i] Britannica [Internet]. 2018 [cited 2018 Nov 13]. Steam engine.

Available from: https://www.britannica.com/technology/steam-
engine <https://www.britannica.com/technology/steam-engine>.

[ii] Hinshaw JH, Stearns PN. Industrialization in the Modern World:

From the Industrial Revolution to the Internet [2 Volumes]: From the
Industrial Revolution to the Internet. Santa Barbara, CA: ABC-CLIO,
LLC, 2014.

https://www.britannica.com/technology/steam-engine
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[iii] Britannica [Internet]. 2018 [cited 2018 Nov 13]. History of the

Automobile. Available from:
https://www.britannica.com/technology/automobile/History-of-the-
automobile <https://www.britannica.com/technology/automobile/history-of-the-

automobile>.

Exhibit 1: Distribution of Non-Profit Ride Share Services,
by State (N=917), August 2018

Note: This map does not display the ride share organization’s service area within the state. Sources: ITN Rides
in Sight, ITNAmerica; U.S. Census Bureau QuickFacts, 2018.
http://factfinder2.census.gov/faces/tableservices/jsf/pages/productview.xhtml?pid=ACS_11_5YR_DP04.

Key findings include:

https://www.britannica.com/technology/automobile/History-of-the-automobile
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Four states had 40 or more non-profit ride share services

programs (California, New York, Pennsylvania, and Wisconsin);

Ten states had 25 to 39 non-profit ride share services programs

(Arizona, Colorado, Connecticut, Illinois, Massachusetts,

Michigan, Minnesota, Ohio, Texas, and Washington);

Sixteen states had 10 to 24 non-profit ride share services

programs (Florida, Georgia, Indiana, Maine, Maryland, Missouri,

Nevada, New Hampshire, New Jersey, North Carolina, Oregon,

Rhode Island, South Carolina, Tennessee, Vermont, and Virginia);

Twenty states, plus Washington, D.C., had 9 or fewer non-profit

ride share services programs (Alabama, Alaska, Arkansas,

Delaware, Hawaii, Idaho, Iowa, Louisiana, Kansas, Kentucky,

Mississippi, Montana, Nebraska, New Mexico, North Dakota,

Oklahoma, South Dakota, Utah, West Virginia, and Wyoming).

Exhibit 2, below, shows the number of volunteer and non-profit ride
share services available per 100,000 older adults across the country.
Of note, this map does not display the service area of each ride
share organization within a state.

Exhibit 2: Distribution of Non-Profit Ride Share Services,
per 100,000 Older Adults (Age 65+) (N=917), August
2018
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Note: This map does not display the ride share organization’s service area within the state. Sources: ITN Rides
in Sight, ITNAmerica; U.S. Census Bureau QuickFacts, 2018.

Key findings include:
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Eight states (Alaska, Delaware, Maine, New Hampshire, North

Dakota, Rhode Island, Vermont, and Wisconsin) had an average of

5 or more non-profit services per 100,000 older adults;

Eleven states (Colorado, Connecticut, Hawaii, Massachusetts,

Minnesota, Montana, Nevada, New Mexico, Oregon, South Dakota,

and Washington) had an average of 3 or 4 non-profit services per

100,000 older adults;

Twelve states (Arizona, California, Illinois, Indiana, Iowa, Michigan,

Missouri, New Jersey, New York, Pennsylvania, West Virginia, and

Virginia) had an average of 2 non-profit services per 100,000 older

adults; and

Nineteen states (Alabama, Arkansas, Florida, Georgia, Idaho,

Kansas, Kentucky, Louisiana, Maryland, Mississippi, Nebraska,

North Carolina, Ohio, Oklahoma, South Carolina, Tennessee,

Texas, Utah, and Wyoming) and Washington, D.C. had an average

of 1 non-profit service per 100,000 older adults.

It is also important to note that since service tends to be scarce in
lower density areas, states with large rural areas might appear to
have more service available than is the reality. For example, in
Exhibit 2, Maine falls into the top category of “5+ organizations per
100,000 older adults,” but only 14 percent of services are located in
rural areas while the rest are located in metropolitan areas (43
percent), micropolitan areas (21 percent), or small towns (21
percent). Likewise in Oregon, which falls into the second highest
category (“3-4 organizations per 100,000 older adults”), 69 percent
of services are located in metropolitan areas, 19 percent in
micropolitan areas, 12 percent in small towns, and 0 percent in rural
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areas.[1] Therefore, many communities across these states—

particularly those with lower population densities—might not be
served by ride share services.

Exhibit 3, below, summarizes the available non-profit ride share
services for older adults by the 10 Federal Transit Administration
(FTA) regions.[i] FTA Region 5, which encompasses states in the

Great Lakes region, had the largest number of non-profit ride share
services (198), while FTA Region 7, just to the southwest of Region
5, had the smallest number at 35.

Understanding the distribution of ride share services across the
nation is beyond the scope of this study and calls for a study of its
own. Factors accounting for this variation across states likely
include population density and distribution. For example, Rhode
Island (1,214 square miles) had 12 non-profit transportation
services, while the entire state of Nebraska (77,220 square miles)
had three. Other influences are likely to include: public demand for
alternative transportation; availability of philanthropic support;
culture of volunteerism; availability of health care services; and
public policies that impact insurance, volunteer drivers, livery laws,
and non-profit management.

[1] Information regarding urban/rural designation was gathered

using the 2010 Rural-Urban Community Area (RUCA) codes
geographic taxonomy from the University of North Dakota Center for
Rural Health (https://ruralhealth.und.edu/ruca).

[i] Federal Transit Administration [Internet]. [cited 2018 Nov 13].

Regional Offices. U.S. Department of Transportation. Available from:
https://www.transit.dot.gov/about/regional-offices/regional-offices
<https://www.transit.dot.gov/about/regional-offices/regional-offices>.

https://www.transit.dot.gov/about/regional-offices/regional-offices
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Exhibit 3: Distribution of Non-Profit Ride Share Services,
by FTA Region and State (N=917), August 2018

The characteristics of the 917 non-profit older adult ride share
services available in the U.S. paint a picture of community service:
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Almost 80 percent (79.0 percent) offered door-to-door service

(assistance from the door to the vehicle).

One third (33.3 percent) listed a residency requirement on their

websites, meaning people seeking rides must live within a well-

defined service area.

The most common eligible trip purposes were medical or health

care (67.9 percent), necessary errands (primarily, a trip to the

pharmacy or bank) (37.3 percent), and grocery shopping (37.2

percent).

For more than one quarter of the services (27.0 percent), rides

were offered for any purpose.

One third of services reported that their drivers offered a

steadying arm (sometimes referred to as arm-through-arm

service) (33.7 percent), a form of human assistance to the rider.

About one quarter of services reported their drivers offered help in

and out of the vehicle (27.3 percent), 17 percent (17.3 percent)

would assist with mobility devices, such as walkers, and one in 10

(9.1 percent) would wait with the older adult during their

appointment or errand.

A small percentage of services (5.6 percent) reported the driver

would help by folding and transporting a wheelchair. Perhaps this

is because 100 percent of the ride share services use

automobiles.
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All services (100 percent) scheduled rides in advance, though

some also scheduled rides on demand.

Two thirds (65.9 percent) offered their services for free. Of those

that accepted payment, roughly 3 in 4 accepted cash (73.8

percent), and 24.0 percent accepted checks or credit cards.

Appendix E provides data tables describing the characteristics of
the 917 non-profit ride share services in the U.S. available to older
adults.

Key informant interviews with two non-profit ride share service
providers who serve the older adult population exclusively offered
some insight into their motivation for this work. One described their
organization’s mission as empowering older adults to remain in their
homes and to be independent and engaged in the community. The
other said their mission was to enhance health and quality of life by
providing affordable, volunteer-based transportation. Both ride
share providers described the importance of a rewarding personal
experience for the drivers and the riders. Key informants
characterized their ride share services as “neighborly” and
“trustworthy” and emphasized “building relationships with the
people transported.” In one service, ride coordinators are called
“match makers.” Rides are arranged by telephone, and one of the
ride share service providers asks the volunteer to make a personal
phone call the night before the ride to confirm the details of the trip.
One service rations rides to one trip per person per week, although
the volunteer will stay with the older adult for an entire afternoon of
errands, while the other requires a three day advance notice to
schedule a ride, since volunteers are not always available. One
service is a membership program through which volunteers can
donate their time in exchange for transportation, and the other
service charges a fee for rides based on mileage.
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One example of a non-profit TNC ride share service is Ride Austin in
Austin, Texas. Ride Austin provides ride share services to the
general population, including older adults. Like ITN, Ride Austin is an
example of a social enterprise in the non-profit sector. Ride Austin
chose a non-profit corporate structure to enable drivers to earn
more and riders to pay less while improving mobility for underserved
communities. Its mission is to provide non-profit ride share services
to the Austin community.[i] It was founded in 2016 when the city of

Austin passed an ordinance requiring fingerprint and background
checks as part of driver screening, and Uber and Lyft left the city.
Uber and Lyft then successfully lobbied to change Texas State law
and returned to the Austin market in 2017.[ii],[iii] Ride Austin’s focus

is community engagement, using mobility services to build
community with the understanding that insufficient mobility is a
barrier to well-being. Ride Austin drivers are not required to provide
assistance to older adults, such as curb-to-curb or door-through-
door service, but there are drivers that have provided this level of
service, according to information gathered through our key
informant interviews. To meet the special mobility needs of older
adults, Ride Austin partners with other organizations, such as Drive
a Senior,[iv] a local non-profit that schedules rides through the Ride

Austin smartphone app and supplements volunteer drivers with paid
drivers, and the Community Care Collaborative, a partnership
between Central Health and Seton Healthcare Family, to provide
older adults with low incomes with transportation to and from
medical appointments.[v]

For-Profit Ride Share Services

Our RIS analysis identified three for-profit ride share services (with
888 locations) currently available to older adults. Two offer ride
share services to the general population, including older adults; one
exclusively serves older adults. The characteristics of these for-
profit ride share services can be found in Appendix F. During key
informant interviews, representatives from two for-profit ride share
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services described their organizations as technology companies,
and their missions as providing reliable, affordable transportation
for all and improving people’s lives with the best transportation. Key
informants from for-profit ride share services emphasized their
relationships with organizations that serve older adults, such as
older adult living communities, rather than the older adults
themselves. One also noted the need for technology companies to
focus on conducting greater outreach to older adults. They
described the product lines and solutions they are developing for
older adults, but at the time of the interviews did not have data to
share on the services they were providing.

Based on our literature review, the largest for-profit ride share
companies in the U.S. are Uber and Lyft. They offer rides, on
demand, in private automobiles, requested through a smartphone
application. Both Uber and Lyft conduct the largest part of their
business in the most densely populated cities in the country. Nine
metropolitan areas (Boston, Chicago, Los Angeles, Miami, New York,
Philadelphia, San Francisco, Seattle, and Washington, DC)
accounted for 70 percent of their trips.[vi] According to one study, in

these nine metropolitan areas, people age 25 to 34 used TNCs
approximately three times as often as people age 65 and older.[vii]

Additionally, in these nine metropolitan areas, people with a
household income over $50,000 used TNCs approximately six times
as often as people with a lower income.[viii] Another study found

that 4 percent of those who had used a ride share service were 65
and older, compared with 36 percent who were between 18 and 29.
[ix] The same study found that only 7 percent of people living in

suburban neighborhoods of major cities used ride-hailing services
compared with 29 percent of people living in urban neighborhoods
of major cities. Since three out of four older Americans live in rural
or suburban communities, this points to a large area of unmet need
for older adults.
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For-profit ride share organizations are working to create systems to
address some of the barriers that prevent older adults from using
their services. Through our literature review, we learned that Uber
and Lyft have created programs that allow adults and service
providers to schedule rides for older adults. Specifically, they have
formed partnerships with health care providers, assisted living
facilities, and professional care-giving franchises to schedule and/or
pay for rides on behalf of older adults.[x],[xi] Both Uber and Lyft have

created dashboards for computers so organizations that serve older
adults can schedule rides for older adults who prefer not to use a
smartphone app. Through these dashboards, Concierge for Lyft[xii]

and Uber Central for Uber,[xiii] other organizations can utilize the

transportation resources available through ride share services,
acting as intermediaries between older adults and TNCs. Lyft also
works with numerous third-party partners to help older adults
schedule rides with Lyft, such as GreatCall Rides, GrandPad,
GoGoGrandparent, and CareRides, among others.

Older adults can also schedule their rides in advance, a preference
for older adults who want the security of knowing in advance that
they will be guaranteed a ride. Through our interviews, we learned
that the for-profit ride share services are aware that many older
adults need more than curb-to-curb service and are seeking ways to
address this need. Interview respondents noted that a challenge is
their labor model, since drivers are independent contractors who
cannot be required[xiv] to offer the kind of assistance necessary for

many older adults who need a steadying arm or help with a walker,
packages or seat belt. Nevertheless, interview data also showed
that the for-profit services are particularly interested in rides for
health care, where a third party, such as a health care provider,
assisted living facility, or professional caregiving franchise can
schedule and pay for trips.
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For-profit ride share services are also offering greater accessibility
through technology—for example, Uber’s app includes voice-over
IOS, wireless braille display compatibility for those who are blind or
low vision, and visible and vibrating alerts that aid riders who are
deaf or hard of hearing.[xv] UberASSIST training for interested

drivers offers additional assistance to older adults or individuals
with mobility challenges.[xvi] “Request for a Guest” enables Uber

users to request a ride on behalf of someone else.[xvii]

While Uber and Lyft are, at the current time, the largest for-profit ride
share services in the U.S., the ride share landscape is changing
rapidly. This environmental scan identified other for-profit ride share
service organizations that provide local and regional services to the
general population (see Appendix G); examples of these for-profit
ride share service organizations include SilverRide, Zemcar, Wingz,
Carol Drives, Safr, Papa, HopSkipDrive, Envoy America, and Via
Transportation Inc.[1] Via, for example, provides on-demand

transportation services to the general population, but offers
discounted fares for older adults and individuals with mobility
limitations. In 2015, a total of 27 percent of Via’s riders were over 55
years of age, and 10 percent of riders were 65 years and older.[xviii]

One for-profit transportation service of note is SilverRide, which was
specifically developed for older adults. Based in San Francisco and
founded in 2006, SilverRide describes itself as a door-through-door
assisted ride service that will “pick you up from inside any location
and transport you safely and securely all the way into your final
destination.”[xix] Rides are charged at a rate of $20 to $40 each way,

and, for an additional charge, driver companions will stay with the
customer, a service that consumes 70 percent of drivers’ time, at a
cost to the customer of $45 to $85 an hour.[xx] This lends weight to

the value of services provided by volunteers in non-profit services
and helps to explain why other for-profit ride share services are not
offering this level of service at current prices. SilverRide customers
schedule rides by phone or email and pay by credit card or bank
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debit. The organization offers its older adult customers a
smartphone app, but founder Jeff Maltz says “zero people use
it.”[xxi]

Envoy America is another for-profit organization, founded in 2015,
designed specifically for older adults. As of January 2019, Envoy
America operates within 12 major cities across five states. Clients
are able to schedule a ride for themselves or someone else via
telephone, smartphone app, and web reservation portal. Driver
Companions are required to have work experience with older adults,
as well as experience assisting older adults who are no longer able
to drive, prior to applying for a job with the organization. Prospective
drivers must complete online and hands-on training. Training topics
include “working with seniors who have memory issues, wheelchair
transfers, communication with seniors, and defensive driving.”[xxii]

New Driver Companions are required to pass an online test. Envoy
America reports that “at the end of the process, just one in eight
applicants are selected to become a Driver Companion.”[xxiii]

Services vary based on the plan a client chooses, with prices
ranging from $35 to $39 an hour. All Driver Companions offer door-
to-door service and additional assistance throughout the trip.
Drivers will wait or return for passengers, make multiple stops, and
accept reservations in advance.

The Marketplace

Of the three sectors in the economy—for profit, non-profit and
government—the for-profit sector is by far the largest.[xxiv] It is also

often the genesis of innovation because that is where the money is
to be made. The more opportunity there is to generate a profit, the
more capital there is available for investment in innovation, whether
it is in technology, public policy, marketing or communications. With
global ride share projected to grow to $285 billion annually by 2030,
[xxv] General Motors, Ford, Volkswagen, Apple, Google, Intel, Toyota,

BMW, and Daimler, among other corporations, are investing billions
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of dollars in capital into this market, working to be the leader who
takes the biggest prize in the ride share market and its closely
related technology-generated, transportation business opportunity:
autonomous vehicles.

The largest for-profit ride share companies in the U.S. are Uber and
Lyft. Thus far, neither Uber nor Lyft is profitable.[xxvi],[xxvii] Lyft

launched its initial public offering (IPO) in March 2019, and Uber
launched its IPO in May 2019. To reach this goal of profitability, both
need to achieve significant additional growth. Both also conduct the
largest part of their business in the most densely populated cities in
the country.[xxviii] Recent policy changes in New York City could

impact growth for the for-profit TNCs in that market, and perhaps
others, depending on the outcome. In 2019, New York City passed
an ordinance requiring the TNCs to pay their drivers minimum wage,
taking into account their utilization rate (the amount of time drivers
have a customer in the car in comparison to idling or waiting for a
rider), as well as an extra fee for return trips from outside of the five
boroughs.[xxix] Ride share organizations increased the price of trips,

citing the minimum wage law.[xxx] The impact remains uncertain

but Lyft has stated that increased fares may lead to fewer rides.
[xxxi]

A fundamental part of the business model for many for-profit ride
share companies, including Uber and Lyft, is the use of independent
contractors as drivers.[xxxii],[xxxiii] Independent contractors might

be offered training for special needs riders, but they are not required
to participate. Nor are they required to offer special assistance to
those older adults who need to be escorted into their homes or
helped with a walker or packages. While healthy, ambulatory, urban
older adults who are comfortable with smartphone apps might
begin using Uber and Lyft with increasing frequency, older adults
who need assistance will not be able to rely on these services
without special support such as that provided by non-profit ride
share services or an intermediary such as GoGoGrandparent.
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When smartphone-enabled ride sharing was introduced, some
experts predicted traffic congestion in cities would decrease. The
data are now in, and so far, that is not what is happening. A 2018
study shows that ride share services have increased urban traffic by
160 percent, adding 2.6 new TNC miles for every mile of personal
driving removed.[xxxiv] New York City policy makers declared a one-

year moratorium on new Uber and Lyft vehicles while the city
studies the traffic congestion problem. An analysis of the current
TNC congestion problem and historical comparison to the taxi
industry by Sherman (2017) provides insight into the business
principles underlying this outcome:

“The pre-regulated taxi industry was characterized by bounded
demand, abundant supply, relatively undifferentiated service quality,
extremely low barriers to entry, low customer switching costs, high
variable costs and virtually no economies of scale. Many of these
same conditions exist today for Uber and its competitors in the
shared-ride market. While both then and now, consumers benefitted
from low fares and short wait times, structural industry
characteristics precluded profitable operations in both unregulated
eras.”[xxxv]

With little or no regulation on the for-profit TNCs, drivers as
independent contractors rush to the higher density urban markets,
[xxxvi] where fares are faster to achieve and distances between

rides are shorter. This increases the supply of drivers while lowering
their earnings, shortening wait times for consumers and increasing
profits for the TNCs. Riders who require less assistance are more
profitable, and there is less incentive for drivers to select fares in the
lower density suburban and rural communities. If other high-density
metropolitan communities follow New York City’s policy lead, the
push to profitability for Uber and Lyft will be delayed. A 2016
Transportation Research Board study predicted these road bumps:
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“TNCs are the most controversial new services, disrupting the
regulated for-hire taxi industry and posing a series of challenges to
transportation policy makers and regulators. The main challenge is
to encourage and facilitate innovations that meet the public’s
mobility needs yet maintain a public policy that is consistent for the
new services and the traditional taxi and livery services. At issue is
protecting the public interest in matters of safety, driver pay and
working conditions, and accessibility for people with
disabilities.”[xxxvii]

The road is likely to remain bumpy for some time to come, with
potentially billions of dollars in national and global markets at stake,
and multi-national corporations possibly vying for any advantage
technology and innovation can offer. Sometimes policy might lead
the market and sometimes policy might chase it. In the ride share
marketplace, the only thing certain is change, and more change.
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BARRIERS AND FACILITATORS IMPACTING
OLDER ADULTS’ USE OF RIDE SHARE
SERVICES

A multitude of factors affect older adults’ use of ride share services
—including both individual needs and preferences; social conditions,
environments, and settings; and broader business and policy
factors that affect availability of services. These factors were
common themes in our qualitative analysis of key informant
interviews conducted for this environmental scan; findings are also
supplemented by the literature. The factors identified could
contribute to or enable older adults’ use of ride share services (act
as facilitators) or deter or prevent older adults’ use of ride share
services (act as barriers). In a future phase of this study, we will
explore the barriers and facilitators to older adults’ use of ride share
services from a consumer perspective.

Conceptual Framework

http://www.schallerconsult.com/rideservices/automobility.pdf
http://www.trb.org/Main/Blurbs/173511.aspx
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Based on our literature review and key informant interviews, we
developed a conceptual framework to organize the factors that
affect older adults’ use of ride share services (see Exhibit 4). The
framework is informed by the socio-ecological model (SEM), which
is widely used in public health research.[i] The framework describes

the barriers and facilitators to older adults’ use of ride share
services; the overlapping rings depict how these factors across all
levels relate to and influence one another. Because there is a
dynamic relationship among these factors—a change in one results
in a corresponding change in others.

At the center of the conceptual framework is the individual—the
older adult. Individual level factors that affect older adults’ use of
ride share services include age, gender, physical and mental health,
mobility and special needs, and knowledge and attitudes, among
others. Next is the interpersonal level, which refers to the social
networks and social support systems that influence older adults’
use of ride share services. Organizational factors pertain to ride
share organizations specifically, and their business models and
services affect older adults’ utilization of ride share services.
Community factors include older adults’ geographic location and
access to ride share services. Public policy factors include
regulations, funding, and incentives for organizations that provide
ride share services. Finally, information technology affects all layers
of this conceptual framework.

Assessing barriers and facilitators of older adults’ use of ride share
services is complex because many of the factors can be both
barriers and facilitators, depending upon the circumstances. We
describe these nuances in the sections that follow.

[i] Centers for Disease Control and Prevention [Internet]. 2018 Feb

20 [cited 2018 Nov 16]. The social-ecological model: a framework
for prevention. Available from:
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https://www.cdc.gov/violenceprevention/overview/social-
ecologicalmodel.html <https://www.cdc.gov/violenceprevention/overview/social-

ecologicalmodel.html>.

Exhibit 4: Conceptual Framework

Individual Level

https://www.cdc.gov/violenceprevention/overview/social-ecologicalmodel.html
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Individual factors include biological and social traits, such as age
and gender; physical traits such as physical and mental health,
mobility, and special needs; and personal behaviors and preferences
such as knowledge, attitudes, and beliefs. Interview respondents
described how age, health, and mobility are interacting factors that
affect older adults’ use of ride share services. For example,
individuals with mobility limitations or disabilities might require
special assistance when traveling. In terms of mobility, one national
ride share organization discussed that older adults using their
services require door-to-door or door-through-door services, as
opposed to curb-to-curb only services. Our analysis of the ITNRides
data showed that age-related mobility needs cross all socio-
economic boundaries. Specifically, 41.2 percent of ITN riders
reported an annual household income of less than $25,000; 31.5
percent reported $25,000 to $49,999; 13.8 percent reported $50,000
to $74,999; and 13.6 percent reported an annual household income
of $75,000 or more.

Driving status is influenced by factors such as age, physical health,
and special needs.[i] Driving status may also affect utilization of ride

share services. Ride sharing can contribute to independence among
older adults who are no longer driving or who have begun the
gradual transition from the driver’s seat to the passenger seat.[ii] A

2014 study of 729 older adults who joined a ride share program
between 2010 and 2013 showed that driving self-regulation can be
divided into three classes, low, medium and high, based on
avoidance of seven driving situations.[iii] The study concluded that

avoidance of certain driving situations and weekly driving frequency
are valid indicators for describing self-regulation classes in older
adults.

One key informant also noted that personal comfort with ride
sharing is a potential barrier to older adults’ use of ride share
services. There were also generational differences in personal
comfort and trust of ride share services. Personal comfort seemed
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to extend to the passenger’s gender. For example, one key informant
noted that some women passengers are only comfortable accepting
rides from women drivers. Older adults might also prefer to use ride
share services because they provide transportation in a personal
vehicle as opposed to a van or a shuttle. One respondent noted that
some older adults feel stigmatized or embarrassed when using vans
or shuttles with an image of an older adult or the logo of an assisted
living facility.

Interpersonal Level

Research shows that older adults are more likely to rely on family
members and friends for rides, compared with organizations and
agencies that provide transportation services.[iv] Family and friends

can provide door-to-door and door-through-door assistance for older
adults with mobility limitations. However, research also shows that
older adults who do not have access to a personal vehicle feel
dependent on family members and friends for rides, and report
difficulty asking them for rides.[v] Older adults who have unmet

transportation needs might choose to use ride share services.

Another interpersonal factor affecting older adults’ use of ride share
services is social interaction. Particularly among ride share services
that use volunteers, there is an opportunity for increased social
interaction and reduced social isolation among both riders and
volunteer drivers. Interviewees noted social interaction as an
important aspect of their services, as both volunteer drivers and
riders enjoy having conversations during their rides. Further, key
informants from some ride share services reported that they make
an effort to match their volunteer drivers with the same riders over
time so they build a relationship. Conversely, ride share services that
do not match drivers to passengers might lack this personal
relationship, which could be a barrier to use among some older
adults.
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Organizational Level

Organizational level factors refer to the ride share organization’s
business model. As previously noted, non-profit ride share services
generally provide services specifically to older adult populations,
whereas most of the for-profit ride share services serve the general
population, including older adults. The characteristics of the ride
share organization—capital, labor model, services, scheduling
procedures, and cost of services—can affect older adults’ use of ride
share services.

Capital. Ride share services’ source and level of capital has an
impact on the types of services provided by the organization. Non-
profit ride share organizations report frequently relying on social
capital, or volunteerism, to provide rides. The demand for volunteer
services almost universally outstrips supply, and many non-profit
ride share services turn away riders and rides, or ration service. One
non-profit ride share service noted that there are more opportunities
for local transportation commissions to support transportation for
older adults—and more needs could be met if funding were to
become available. Other sources of capital for non-profit ride share
services include philanthropic and charitable support; however,
charitable giving for aging comprises only two percent of
institutional philanthropy.[vi] Insufficient capital for growth is a

significant barrier for non-profit organizations and means less
funding for general operating costs, including skilled staff, research,
marketing, communications, and training. Comparatively, for-profit
ride share services have substantial financial investment. Uber
raised $22 billion in investment capital between 2009 and 2018,[vii]

while Lyft raised $5.1 billion.[viii] In addition to subsidizing operating

losses while overcoming barriers to growth, capital buys skilled
staff, research, marketing, communications, and training.
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Business Model. A fundamental part of the business model among
for-profit ride share services is the use of independent contractors
as drivers—meaning individual drivers decide when, where, and who
they will serve. Independent contractors might be offered training
for special needs riders; for example, Lyft provides tips and videos
to their drivers on how to provide additional assistance to
passengers who use wheelchairs.[ix] Drivers, however, are not

required to participate in trainings or offer special assistance to
older adults who need to be escorted into their home, or helped with
a walker or packages. Older adults who need assistance are unable
to rely on these types of for-profit services until special care or
services are offered, like those offered by non-profit ride share
services, or developed by an intermediary.

Non-profit ride share services frequently use volunteers as drivers,
but this labor model is dependent on volunteers’ schedules,
affecting the availability of non-profit ride share services. The
availability of ride share service organizations that have drivers who
will provide door-through-door service and a steadying arm
(sometimes referred to as arm-through-arm service), if needed, is a
key factor that affects whether older adults who require mobility
assistance are able to use the service. ITN affiliates provide training
for their drivers, whether they are volunteers or paid hourly to
supplement volunteer efforts, so they are able to provide this level of
service.

The use of volunteers as drivers can also facilitate older adults’ use
of ride share services. One non-profit ride share organization that
participated in an interview suggested that older adults might have
a better experience with unpaid, volunteer drivers than paid drivers
because volunteers have an altruistic motivation for driving.

Service Restrictions. Through our interviews, we learned that some
non-profit ride share organizations offer free or low-cost services to
older adults, but ration these services by offering limited rides. Such
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service restrictions are often a result of insufficient volunteer drivers
or insufficient financial capital to support additional rides. The
outcome is that older adults who depend on the organization for
rides might, for example, need to choose between a trip to the
grocery store or a doctor’s appointment. Service restrictions impact
the extent to which older adults can use ride share services to meet
their needs.

Scheduling Rides in Advance. Through the RIS data analysis and the
interviews, we found that many non-profit ride share services require
rides to be scheduled in advance—sometimes up to one week in
advance—facilitating use among older adults who maintain set
schedules or who require advance scheduling. However, for older
adults who need to make a last-minute trip, it might be challenging
to secure a ride with a ride share service that requires advance
scheduling. The ability to schedule rides on-demand, a capability
rarely offered by non-profit ride share services but actively promoted
by for-profit ride share services, might facilitate use by older adults
who live in higher density areas where on-demand ride share
services are offered. One non-profit service manages on-demand
ride requests by charging a higher rate.  As a result, riders
voluntarily schedule rides in advance 97 percent of the time.

Cost of Services. Transportation is expensive, whether purchased as
goods, such as an automobile, or as services. The American
Automobile Association (AAA) calculates the average 2018 cost of
owning and operating an automobile as $8,849, assuming a 15,000
mile travel year, accounting for fuel, maintenance and repairs,
insurance, taxes, depreciation, and finance charges.[x] Although

older drivers travel many fewer miles per year—an estimated 7,646
for those over 65 years old[xi]—that is still an estimated annual cost

of $7,078, or $590 per month.[1] Public transportation, a service, is

highly subsidized by the government as a common good. Using U.S.
Department of Transportation figures from 2013, a 2015 study by
The Hamilton Project found that only two percent of more than
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1,800 U.S. mass transit systems reported fare revenue above
operating expenses.[xii] Non-profit older adult ride share services

are subsidized with volunteer labor and charitable contributions,
and for-profit rideshare services such as the TNCs are currently
subsidized by their investors, who will look for profits, sooner or
later. The point is, nearly every ride share service is subsidized in
some way. For older adults who live on a limited or fixed income,
even the subsidized cost of transportation services can be a barrier.
While lower fares and free services are helpful for older adults with
low incomes, these services are not without limitations.

Community Level

Community-level factors affecting use of ride share services among
older adults relate to geography, the availability of ride share
services and other transportation alternatives, and community
support for ride sharing. Geographic location—and specifically, the
community in which an older adult resides—impacts the availability
of ride share services. Through the literature review, we found that
older adults in rural communities have more limited options for
alternative sources of transportation[xiii],[xiv],[xv] in comparison to

their non-rural counterparts, and ride share services are less
prevalent in rural areas.[xvi] Unlike older adults who live in rural

areas, the youngest-old (people age 65 to 74) who reside in urban
areas have greater access to ride share services. However, traffic
congestion in urban areas presents barriers for older adults who
need door-to-door and arm-through-arm services. In communities
with heavy traffic, it is difficult for drivers to leave their vehicles to
help older adults with packages, walkers, or lend a steadying arm
into a doctor’s office, presenting a barrier for older adults who need
assistance.

For the growing population of older adults who reside in rural
communities, a lack of ride share services, and other types of
transportation services, in general, is a barrier.[xvii] Non-profit ride
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share services in rural communities—which largely rely on social
capital—may be so stretched, they ration their services. However,
the ride share services that do operate in rural areas have
volunteers who often come to the door, carry packages, fold walkers
and wheelchairs, and rarely charge for a ride.

One interview respondent noted that community desire to support
non-profit ride share services affects availability. For example, when
local and state entities are aware of unmet transportation needs,
they can decide whether to dedicate resources to support ride
sharing and resources for older adults and others who need
transportation support.

Information Technology

Information technology affects all levels of the conceptual
framework. Technological advances, including the smartphone,
facilitate access to ride share services but also present barriers to
its use. Among non-profit ride share services, the telephone is the
predominant means for older adults to request and schedule rides.
The telephone offers human contact and allows older adults to
provide the granularity of detail necessary to schedule a ride
appropriate for their needs. During interviews, ride share services
expressed that they want it to be “easy” and “convenient” for older
adults to call for rides themselves and also use their smartphone
apps. Smartphones are the primary technology used by for-profit
ride share services to schedule and pay for rides, allowing drivers
and passengers to connect without speaking and without a central
dispatch office. This reduces labor costs and creates efficiencies by
eliminating the need for cash payments and billing.

While smartphone technology is a major facilitator of ride share use
among certain populations, it does present barriers for many older
adults. Older adults’ access to and comfort with technology, such as
smartphone apps, were identified as potential barriers through our
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interviews with ride share organizations. First, nearly 60 percent of
adults over age 65 reportedly do not own a smartphone.[xviii]

Second, there is a learning curve for new technology. Because
modern ride sharing relies primarily on smartphone apps for
scheduling, the extent to which older adults are technologically
savvy affects their use of ride share services. A pilot test of
subsidized Uber rides with 40 older adults in Gainesville, Florida,
supports the assumption that smartphone enabled ride share is
more acceptable to older adults between the ages of 61 and 75.[xix]

In this study, even though ride sharing trips proved to be three times
as fast as transit trips, 67 percent of those age 80 and older stopped
using the service, compared to the super users, with a mean age of
67, who used the service an average of 33 times a month. More
research is needed to better understand the experiences of people
in different age cohorts who use technology to schedule rides.

With transportation referral services like GoGoGrandparent, Lyft’s
Concierge, and Uber’s Uber Central, efforts are underway to
overcome this technology barrier. These services leverage both
smartphone technology and web-based dashboards to facilitate
scheduling and coordination of rides for older adults.

Non-profit ride share services, such as ITN, are also seeking to
integrate smartphones and web technology into their scheduling
procedures, though primarily for the convenience and efficiency of
the volunteer drivers and adult children, rather than the older adults
themselves. Information technology has already helped to provide
some efficiency for the non-profit sector and the older adults it
serves. For example, the ITNRides software and database, built to
meet the needs of older adults, has dozens of fields for the level of
detail necessary to serve the older population, so every driver knows
in advance such information as whether the rider has dementia, a
visual impairment, uses a mobility device, or requires special
assistance; which pick up door should be used; the load time
required; and whether the rider is visiting a doctor’s office.
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Public Policy Level

Public policy and legislative frameworks may continue to influence
the extent to which ride share services are available for older adults
and others. Ride sharing regulation in state legislatures has, in the
short-term, expanded its availability,[xx] but the longer-term effects

and unintended consequences, which might take time to emerge,
remain unclear. For example, as noted earlier, traffic congestion in
major American cities is one outcome of ride share expansion.[xxi]

Also, within non-profit ride share organizations, the loss of personal
insurance coverage among volunteers is another outcome. Personal
auto insurance policies may contain exclusions when people use
their personal vehicle for business to provide ride share services.
[xxii] While new insurance products are becoming available for ride

share drivers, they may be cost prohibitive for volunteer drivers who
use their vehicles to provide ride share services to older adults.

There remains a vast opportunity to increase financial investment
and incentives for ride share services. For-profit ride share services
have received considerable financial investment. Many states have
policies that remove barriers, such as livery laws, or offer protection
for volunteer drivers. Some communities offer property tax relief for
volunteers, or special state license plates for non-profits as
fundraising incentives.[xxiii] Many states, through their policies,

encourage people to volunteer to drive older adults. Public
transportation services depend on public funding, but both Uber and
Lyft are contracting with large cities like Boston and Washington,
DC, to provide supplemental paratransit services.[xxiv] A 2019

analysis of transit ridership data in 22 large U.S. cities concluded
that TNCs reduce public transit ridership. Specifically, the authors
reported that “for each year after TNCs enter a market, heavy rail
ridership can be expected to decrease by 1.3 percent and bus
ridership can be expected to decrease by 1.7 percent.”[xxv] Public

policy may continue to impact ride share services, and the people
who use them.
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FUTURE POTENTIAL OF RIDE SHARE
SERVICES

The information technology revolution has forever changed shared
mobility strategies that allow users to access transportation
services on an as-needed basis, and older adult ride share services
are an early and fortunate part of that change. As the current ride
share services that serve older adults continue to evolve and as new
services are introduced, the continuum of service levels that is
emerging will likely become even more clearly defined, much as the
continuum of care for older adult housing has emerged. Where once
there were only homes or nursing homes, now there is traditional
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community housing, retirement or senior housing communities,
independent living settings, and assisted living settings.[i] Ride

share services for older adults might similarly evolve.

Global ride sharing is projected to grow to $285 billion annually by
2030.[ii] For now, it is clear there are nearly 1,000 ride share services

available for older adults: 917 non-profit services and three for-profit
ride share services (with 888 locations) identified in the August
2018 analysis of RIS, as well as an additional eight for-profit
services identified in the subsequent literature review and then
added to RIS. It is likely there are several hundred more grassroots
non-profit services, especially in rural America, that lack an easily
identifiable internet presence. This study found that in high density
urban locations, ride share options tend to be for-profit services,
with communications accommodations for older adults who cannot
or do not use smartphones or computers. The urban business
model may be primarily suitable for the youngest-old who can
benefit from the curb-to-curb service offered by contract drivers who
might or might not offer assistance.

In rural and suburban communities, which account for a smaller
proportion of the general population but the majority of older adults
in the U.S., as well as a far larger land area, non-profit transportation
services are also available. Unlike the for-profit ride share services
that serve the general population, data from the RIS database
showed that many non-profit services focus on special needs
populations, especially older adults, providing door-to-door and
door-through-door service. The non-profit services might help older
adults at all levels of need and at any age, but according to the data
gathered by ITNAmerica over 20 years and in 27 locations, the non-
profit ride share services for adults age 65 and older largely serve
the middle-old, age 75 to 84 (41.1 percent) and the oldest-old, age
85 and older (36.8 percent), and offer rides to those who are
transitioning from the driver’s seat to the passenger seat.
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Two thirds of non-profit services do not charge for rides, and when
they do, few use credit cards or electronic payment. For-profit
services do use credits cards and electronic payment. All of the
services use private automobiles, but there is a marked difference in
how rides are scheduled. In the non-profit sector, almost 100
percent of rides are scheduled in advance, while in the for-profit
sector, rides are predominantly provided on-demand, unless an
individual specifically requests advance planning, or if the service is
scheduled through a third-party or online platform. On-demand ride
sharing may only be feasible in higher density areas, and even there,
congestion and other potential concerns of policy makers and
transportation planners might lead to changes. One possible
outcome is that advance planning might become more prevalent,
because it does not require excess capacity to be circling the city
waiting for the next fare. Such a change could increase the
availability of for-profit services in the suburbs.

There is a need for more understanding of ride share services and
the impact on the aging population. Many older adults—in particular,
those age 75 and older—require high touch personal service to
travel safely, to remain in their homes, and actively engage in their
communities. Incentives for private solutions, such as innovative
programs where older adults may trade the cars they no longer drive
to pay for their own transportation, or where volunteers earn credits
for driving older adults and save those credits for their own future
needs, could potentially help to prepare for the mobility needs of the
next generation and to scale with the aging of the population. This
may indicate a need for greater stakeholder awareness and
education about the value of ride share services.

Further, innovations in autonomous vehicles present new
opportunities, and challenges, for older adults. There is little
empirical research on older adults’ perceptions of autonomous
vehicles, but data suggest that older adults are fearful of them;[iii]

and most older adults do not use the automated technology
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features, such as navigation systems, in the vehicles they currently
own and drive.[iv] Accompanying older adults in autonomous

vehicles might become a whole new role for volunteers as the
autonomous vehicle industry takes shape.

Given the rapid nature of a marketplace influenced by technology, all
of the ride share services available today might look quite different
next year, and many new iterations of services might also be
available that meet varying consumer needs. There will most likely
be a mix of available services, for-profit and non-profit, just as there
are book stores and libraries, because the public needs and wants
both. These services will help fulfill the entire range of mobility
needs. Most of all, to help scale older adult ride sharing solutions
with the aging of the population, there will be a critical role for policy
makers, practitioners, and other stakeholders to understand the
impact of these services in order to offer solutions that prioritize
public health and safety.
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KEY FINDINGS

1. Profile of older adults (65 and older) who use non-profit ride

share services: An analysis of more than 20 years of data from

the ITNRides database gathered from 27 U.S. locations revealed

that ride share users age 65 and older were primarily women

(73.6 percent), living alone (62.4 percent), and had a modest

income (41.2 percent had an income less than $25,000). While

two thirds (65.7 percent) no longer drove, most still had a license

(71.7 percent) or owned a car (60.2 percent). Adults age 65 and

older using the ITN ride share service were predominantly

Caucasian (92.9 percent), with a mean age of 81. Despite their

special mobility needs (28.7 percent used a cane, 26.5 percent

used a walker, and 5.2 percent used a wheelchair), seven out of

ten riders reported their physical health as excellent, very good,

or good. Driver assistance, such as lending an arm for balance,

pushing a wheelchair, or buckling a seatbelt—was required by

17.8 percent of riders.

https://www.nhtsa.gov/sites/nhtsa.dot.gov/files/documents/811_004.pdf
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2. How older people use non-profit ride share services: Based on an

analysis of 793,313 ITN rides from 1996 to 2019,[1] adults age 65

and older used the ride share service for access to health care

(42.7 percent), for consumer needs, such as grocery shopping or

visiting the hairdresser (25.3 percent), for recreation (10.1

percent), for religious purposes (7.8 percent), for social purposes

(6.6 percent), for work or volunteer activities (2.7 percent), for

general needs (2.5 percent), for education (1.3 percent), to

connect to other forms of transportation (0.7 percent), and for

professional services (0.3 percent). This means that although the

most common ride share purpose is for access to health care,

the majority of rides are for such other purposes as shopping,

having fun, meeting people, going to religious services,

volunteering or going to work. Few rides connect older people to

other forms of transportation.

3. Background and distribution of non-profit ride share services:

Ride sharing to meet the mobility needs of older people is not

new. Defined in this paper as transportation arranged through a

third party where a person is a passenger in a private automobile,

it can be traced back to the Friends in Service Helping (FISH)

program founded in England in in 1961.[i] The Robert Wood

Johnson Foundation awarded more than 1,000 grants to the

Faith in Action program from 1983 to 2008[ii] (now known as the

National Volunteer Caregiver Network),[iii] and in 1995, the

Independent Transportation Network of America gave its first

ride.[iv]
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The Rides in Sight database of all senior transportation services in
the United States contained 917 individual non-profit ride share
services that provide rides for older people. Almost 80 percent
offered door-to-door service, two thirds offered rides for free, most
relied heavily on volunteer drivers, and all scheduled rides in
advance. The largest concentration of non-profit volunteer services
was in more densely populated states, and rural areas had the
fewest available services.

4. Profile of older adults (65 and older) who use for-profit ride share

services: At the time of the interviews, data about older adults

who use for-profit ride share services were not available for this

white paper.

5. Background and distribution of for-profit ride share services:

Based on the literature review, the largest for-profit ride share

companies in the U.S. were Uber and Lyft. Both companies

conducted the largest part of their business in nine of the most

densely populated cities in the country.[v] Only four percent of

those who have used a ride share service are 65 and older,

compared with 36 percent who are between 18 and 29.[vi]

6. Role of the marketplace and public policy in the availability of

ride share for older adults: To be available for older people, ride

share must be economically sustainable in the marketplace.

Public transit is subsidized by the taxpayers; non-profit ride share

is subsidized by donors, foundations and volunteers; for-profit

ride share is subsidized by investors. This study found that non-

profit services have many of the qualities that older adults desire,

but their business model limits their availability. There is much
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for policy makers, practitioners, and other stakeholders to

consider as both the for-profit and non-profit models work to

meet the needs of many older people.

7. Barriers and facilitators to older adults’ use of ride share

services: This paper used the socio-ecological model from public

health research as a framework to describe the barriers and

facilitators to older adults’ use of ride share services. Many of

the factors can be both barriers and facilitators, depending upon

the circumstances.
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Individual—age, health and mobility cross all socio-economic

boundaries and impact an older person’s need for and ability to

use ride share. Driving self-regulation[vii] and personal comfort

are also important.

Interpersonal—older people with unmet mobility needs may

consider ride share services. Ride share provides an

opportunity for social interaction with the driver or other riders,

especially with volunteer services, but services that lack

personal interaction or assistance can be a barrier to ride share

use.

Organizational—ride share is expensive. That cost is absorbed

in part in the non-profit sector by volunteers (social capital),

but demand outstrips supply and there are insufficient

volunteers to meet demand for service. Independent

contractors who work as drivers in the for-profit sector cannot

be required to provide the kind of assistance many older people

need. In the non-profit sector, the need for advance notice may

be a barrier for some people who need rides.

Community—a major factor impacting the availability of ride

share services is geography. There is more ride share service

available in higher population density communities than in

rural and suburban areas.[viii]

Public Policy—many states have policies that make for-profit

ride share services more available, but those same policies

have negatively impacted insurance availability for some
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volunteer drivers. Traffic congestion in urban areas has

motivated jurisdictions to limit the supply of drivers and

vehicles for some transportation network companies and labor

disputes have led some jurisdictions to pass policies that

regulate wages for paid ride share drivers.[ix] Public policy may

continue to impact ride share services and the people who use

them.

Technology—information technology impacts the accessibility

and availability of services at every level.

8. Role of technology in the future of ride share: Among non-profit

ride share services, the telephone is the predominant means for

older adults to request and schedule rides. The telephone offers

human contact and allows older adults to provide the granularity

of detail necessary to schedule a ride appropriate for their needs.

Smartphones are the primary technology used by for-profit ride

share services to schedule and pay for rides, allowing drivers and

passengers to connect without speaking and without a central

dispatch office. Because modern ride sharing relies primarily on

smartphone apps for scheduling, the extent to which older adults

are technologically savvy affects their use of ride share services.

Through transportation referral services like GoGoGrandparent,[x]

Lyft’s Concierge,[xi] and Uber’s Uber Central,[xii] efforts are

underway to overcome this technology barrier. Non-profit ride

share services, such as ITN, have built software to meet the

needs of older adults, with fields for the level of detail necessary

to serve the older population, so every driver knows in advance
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such information as whether the rider has dementia or a visual

impairment, uses a mobility device, or requires special

assistance; which pick up door should be used; the load time

required; and whether the rider is visiting a doctor’s office.

9. Future potential of ride share services: Given the rapid nature of a

marketplace influenced by technology, all of the ride share

services available today might look quite different next year, and

many new iterations of services might also be available that

meet varying consumer needs. There will most likely be a mix of

available services, for-profit and non-profit, just as there are book

stores and libraries, because the public needs and wants both;

these services will help fulfill the entire range of mobility needs.

Most of all, to help scale older adult ride sharing solutions with

the aging of the population, there will be a critical role for policy

makers, practitioners, and other stakeholders to understand the

impact of these services in order to offer solutions that prioritize

public health and safety.
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APPENDIX A. RIDES IN SIGHT (RIS) DATABASE
CATEGORIES AND CODES

ITNAmerica’s Rides in Sight (RIS) database contains information on
transportation services for nearly all of the 3,114 counties/county
equivalents in the U.S. and lists approximately 15,000
transportation services that offer rides to older and/or visually
impaired people.
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APPENDIX B. ORGANIZATIONS PARTICIPATING IN KEY
INFORMANT DISCUSSIONS

NORC conducted key informant interviews representing the
following organizations:

APPENDIX C. CHARACTERISTICS OF OLDER ADULTS (AGE
65 AND OLDER) WHO HAVE USED ITN’S RIDE SHARE
SERVICES

Characteristics of Older Adults Who Have Used ITN’s
Ride Share Services
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1 The data source is ITNRides, ITNAmerica’s proprietary database. The data are self-reported by ITN members
in their application. ITN affiliates update member information in ITNRides as new information becomes
available. 2 Age is calculated as age on the day that riders age 65 and older joined the ITN service. 3 Members
were asked to self-report their health status (How would you describe your current physical health?) in
anonymous ITN customer satisfaction surveys administered from 2008 to 2018. 4 Members were asked to self-
report their annual household income (What was your total household income last year before taxes?) in
anonymous ITN customer satisfaction surveys administered from 2010 to 2018. 5 Members were asked: Do
you have a current driver’s license? (Yes or No) 6 Members were asked: Do you currently own a vehicle? (Yes or
No) 7 Members were asked: Do you currently drive? (Yes or No) 8 The categories are not mutually exclusive;
categories may not add to 100%. 9 Intermodal indicates that the rider used ITN to connect to another mode of
transportation (for example, a ride from an ITN driver to or from a bus stop, airport, train station or ferry
terminal).

APPENDIX D. CHARACTERISTICS OF U.S. RIDE SHARE
SERVICES THAT SERVE OLDER AND/OR VISUALLY
IMPAIRED PEOPLE

Characteristics of Available Ride Share Services in the
U.S., August 2018
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1 Data source: ITNAmerica’s Rides in Sight (RIS) database, the largest national database on transportation
services for older adults in the U.S. The analysis was conducted in August 2018. ITNAmerica continuously
updates RIS by reviewing publicly available information and verifying information about the ride share services
through telephone interviews, making it the most accurate and complete data source on this topic. It is
important to note that the number and characteristics of these services is dynamic. 2 Includes 917 non-profit
ride share services in 917 service locations and 3 for-profit ride share services in 888 service locations. 3 Curb-
to-curb means the driver picks up the passenger at the curb of the road and delivers them to the curb of the
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road at their destination. 4 Door-to-door means the driver assists the rider from the door of the pick-up location
to the vehicle, and from the vehicle to the door of the destination. 5 Some organizations that serve older adults
do not provide an age range. 6 Ride share services reported these categories of assistance were available to
riders. This information was either present on the ride share services’ website or confirmed by ITNAmerica
through personal communication with services. 7 Most, but not all, non-profit ride share services offer advance
scheduling exclusively. Note: The categories in the table are not mutually exclusive; categories will not always
add to 100 percent.  

APPENDIX E. CHARACTERISTICS OF U.S. NON-PROFIT
RIDE SHARE SERVICES THAT SERVE OLDER AND/OR
VISUALLY IMPAIRED PEOPLE

Characteristics of Available Non-Profit Ride Share
Services in the U.S., August 2018
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1 Data source: ITNAmerica’s Rides in Sight (RIS) database, the largest national database on transportation
services for older adults in the U.S. The analysis was conducted in August 2018. ITNAmerica continuously
updates RIS by reviewing publicly available information and verifying information about the ride share services
through telephone interviews, making it the most accurate and complete data source on this topic. 2 Door-to-
door means the driver assists the rider from the door of the pick-up location to the vehicle, and from the vehicle
to the door of the destination. 3 Curb-to-curb means the driver picks up the passenger at the curb of the road
and delivers them to the curb of the road at their destination. 4 Some organizations that serve older adults do
not provide an age range. 5 Ride share services reported these categories of assistance were available to riders.
This information was either present on the ride share services’ website or confirmed by ITNAmerica through
personal communication with services. 6 Most, but not all, non-profit ride share services offer advance
scheduling exclusively. Note: The categories in the table are not mutually exclusive; categories will not always
add to 100 percent.
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APPENDIX F. CHARACTERISTICS OF THREE U.S. FOR-
PROFIT RIDE SHARE SERVICES THAT SERVE OLDER
AND/OR VISUALLY IMPAIRED PEOPLE

Characteristics of Three For-Profit Ride Share Services
in the U.S. (with 888 locations), August 2018
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* Personal assistance is not guaranteed and is provided at the driver’s discretion. 1 Data source: ITNAmerica’s
Rides in Sight (RIS) database, the largest national database on transportation services for older adults in the
U.S. We conducted the analysis in August 2018. ITNAmerica continuously updates RIS by reviewing publicly
available information and verifying information about the ride share services through telephone interviews,
making it the most accurate and complete data source on this topic. Note: The categories in the table are not
mutually exclusive; categories will not always add to 100 percent.  

APPENDIX G. EXAMPLES OF U.S. FOR-PROFIT RIDE SHARE
SERVICES THAT SERVE OLDER PEOPLE
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Note: These services were identified through a review of grey literature and websites. ITNAmerica’s Rides in
Sight (RIS) database did not include these services, except for SilverRide, at the time of the RIS analysis.
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